
SHARING TRUTH

Create the 
Environment 

• Send out an email/text to group reminding them about the meeting day, time, and place.  
• Have a plan: Create an agenda for the night  
• Setup your meeting location in such a way that is welcoming and inviting

Connect
• Hang Time/Social time/Eat a bunch of snacks time 
• Game Time (optional): this could be a card game, favorite youtube video, etc 
• Getting to Know Each Other: sharing highs and lows from the past week

Discussion Time

BEFORE GROUP STARTS 
Take a few minutes to circle a couple questions below that you think fit well with your 
group. Do not feel pressure to use all of the questions, customize to fit your group. 

MAIN THEME 
Our culture is destroying the truth from the Bible. We need the truth of Jesus Christ and 
we need to share this truth with each relationship we have in our lives.  

TEXT QUESTIONS 
Read Acts 17:16 
• Why do you think that Paul was distressed?  

• What do you think Paul cared about?  

REFLECTION QUESTIONS 
• What are people/things in your life that you care about?  

• Why do you care about them?  
• What do you love about them?  

• Learn to Care 
• We need a personal Encounter with Jesus  
• We need to Serve and suffer for the Kingdom 

• Be Winsome 
• Care for those to whom you speak truth. Balance truth and love. Remember that he or 

she is made in God’s image, is hurting, and need truth that is saturated in love.  
• Get to the Heart of the Problem 

• Know the truth about history/reality and be able to articulate it to others 

CLOSING THOUGHTS 
• As you care for the person in front of you, you will begin to care, listen, pursue and share 

the truth that he or she needs.

Prayer End the night with a time of prayer together as a group focused on the Holy Spirit 
empowering us to have Truth and Love conversations with the people in our lives. 


